The advantages of using XML come at the cost, especially when used on networks and small mobile devices. This paper presents a design and implementation of four online XML compression algorithms, which exploit local structural redundancies of pre-order traversals of an XML tree, and focus on reducing the overhead of sending packets and maintaining load balancing between the sender and receiver. For testing, we designed a suite consisting of 11 XML files with various characteristics. Ten encoding techniques were compared, compressed respectively using GZIP, EXI, Treechop, XSAQCT and its improvement, and our algorithms. Experiments indicate that our new algorithms have similar or better performance than other online algorithms, and have only worse performance than EXI for files larger than 1 GB.
INTRODUCTION
The eXtensible Markup Language, XML (XML, 2012 ) is a World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) endorsed standard for semi-structured data. XML is simple, open-source, and platform independent, and has become the most popular markup language for the interchange and access of data between heterogeneous systems. Because of its textual format, XML's data sets may increase as much as ten-fold. A naive solution to reduce the XML format overhead uses a general-purpose data compressor, e.g., (GZIP, 2012) . However, such compressors do not take advantage of the XML structure, thereby increasing first order entropy of the data. Therefore, there has been considerable research on XML-conscious compressors, e.g., XMill (Hartmut and Suciu, 2000) , XGrind (Tolani and Haritsa, 2002) and XQueC (Arion et al., 2007) .
XML-conscious compressors can be homomorphic, in which each node is processed during a pre-order traversal thereby preserving the original tree structure in the compressed representation, or permutation-based, in which the structure is separated from content to which a partitioning strategy is applied to group content nodes into a series of data containers compressed using general-purpose compressor (a back-end compressor). A specific class of XML compressors consist of queryable XML compressors, which answer queries using lazy decompression, i.e., decompressing as little as possible; e.g., (Lin et al., 2005) , and (Ng et al., 2006) . Here, querying is based on path expressions, see (XPath, 2012) and (XQuery, 2012) . Finally, another subset of XML compressors, which we focus on in this paper, is centred on real-time network activities. Online XML compressors are defined as compressors that work in real time, therefore the encoder or decoder processes chunks of data whenever possible rather than doing it offline when the entire document is available. Online XML compressors are particularly useful for streaming data, especially in conditions where the entire document may never be available without substantial buffering or on devices with limited hardware resources. For online compression, the efficiency of an algorithm involves several factors, including compression ratio, encoding/decoding times and network bandwidth. Therefore a collection of algorithms that can be tuned is often desired. Contributions. This paper presents a design and implementation of four online XML compression algorithms, which exploit local structural redundancies of pre-order traversals of an XML tree. Our algorithms focus on reducing the overhead of sending packets and maintaining load balancing between the sender and receiver with respect to encoding and decoding. Specifically, we present (1) a SAX-Event based encoding scheme; (2) its improvement using bit packing; (3) path-centric compression, and its improvement with variable size buffers. For testing, we designed a suite consisting of 11 XML files with vari-ous characteristics. In order to take into account network issues, such as its bottleneck, we took two measures of the encoding process. Ten encoding techniques were compared, using GZIP, EXI, Treechop, XSAQCT and its improvement, and our new algorithms. Experiments show that our algorithms have similar or better performance than existing online algorithms, such as XSAQCT and Treechop, and have only worse performance than EXI for files larger than 1 GB. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a description of related work and Section 3 describes our algorithms. Section 4 gives a description of the implementation and results of testing aimed at evaluating the efficiency of our algorithms, and finally Section 5 provides conclusions and future work.
RELATED WORK
Treechop (Leighton et al., 2005 ) is a queryable, online XML compressor, which allows streaming XML files. XQueC (Arion et al., 2007 ) is queryable, online XML compressor that given a query workload (a set of queries) can be tailored to decide the best method of compressing. However, a complexity analysis in (Leighton and Barbosa, 2009) showed that the problem of selecting an optimal compression configuration is NP-hard. XSAQCT (Müldner et al., 2009 ) is a queryable and updateable compressor. Although the original version of XSAQCT was offline, there is a more recent online version of XSAQCT (Müldner et al., 2012b) and (Müldner et al., 2012a) . The Efficient XML Interchange, EXI (EXI, 2012) provides a very compact XML representation thereby optimizing performance and efficiently utilizing computational resources. While (Snyder, 2010) determined that using EXI can double a bandwidth potential and it is well-suited for the real-time network.
For a detailed comparison and evaluation of some of above-mentioned XML compressors, and other offline-variants, see (Sakr, 2008) . Now, we will describe previous research on characteristics of XML files. (Qureshi and Samadzadeh, 2005) described the complexity of XML documents using the number of elements, the number of distinct element, the size of the document, and the depth of the document. (Measurements, 2012) adds two more characteristics, namely (1) content density defined as the ratio of the sum (in characters) of all texts and attribute values, over the size of the entire document in characters; (2) the structure regularity defined as one minus the ratio of the total number of distinct elements over the total number of elements in the XML document (documents with a few distinct elements have high structure regularity, while documents using many different elements have low structure regularity). Furthermore, Structure Regularity provides a meaningful value only when the distribution of element-occurrences is uniform. Otherwise the distribution of occurrences would provide more insights to the regularity of occurrence. In addition, (Ruellan, 2012) considers the first order entropy, and finds that while the entropy of XML documents is lower than the document's size, the compressed size (using GZIP) is sometimes lower than the entropy, showing that the entropy value does not represent the quantity of information contained in a XML document (the symbols used to compute the first-order entropy are not independent).
ONLINE ALGORITHMS
Our work on online compression is partially based on the XSAQCT compression process, therefore we start by recalling the basic terminology, based on (Müldner et al., 2012b) and (Müldner et al., 2012a) .
Introduction to XSAQCT Compression
This section recalls the first phase of offline compression, in which the compressor transforms the original XML document into a more compressed form, called an annotated tree. Then it strips all annotations to a separate container and finally compresses all containers using a back-end compressor. These actions are performed using a SAX compliant parser (SAX, 2012) .
Definition 1. An annotated tree of a XML document is a tree in which all similar paths (i.e., paths that are identical, possibly with the exception of the last component, which is the data value) of a XML document are merged into a single path labeled by its tag name and each node is annotated with a sequence of integers (referred to as an annotation list).
Definition 2. Character data is data that must be associated with the correct parent node no matter what transformation of the input XML document is used. Conversely, Markup Data is data used to provide self documenting structure of the character data.
For character data (and not markup data), compression must be strictly lossless; e.g. Given an XML document as shown in Figure 1 , its associated annotated tree is shown in Figure 3 . Because of space limitations, we refer the reader to (Müldner et al., 2008) for the algorithms to create an annotated tree and to (Müldner et al., 2009) for the description of how cycles (consecutive children X,Y, X) are dealt with. For a XML document to be uniquely represented by a single annotation tree, it has to satisfy the full mixed content property, i.e., all tags in an XML document have to be separated by character data (see (Müldner et al., 2012a) ).
An example of full mixed content is shown in Figure 1 and one that does not exhibit full mixed content would be when the node t3 from the same document was missing (i.e. the document ended </b></a>). To achieve full mixed content the encoder inserts empty text, consisting only of ASCII zero, whenever a textnode is missing; the decoder will neglect such empty texts.
Online Compression
Although the annotated tree represents a permutationbased representation of an XML document, it is a lossless representation of the XML document. For network transfers, assuming the annotated tree is already constructed, the encoder would first encode the tree using a left-child/right-sibling encoding scheme followed by the annotation list for each path in depth first order, and finally the actual compressed text for each text container (again in depth first order), thereby creating the compressed output O. Since the mapping which converts the input XML document to an annotated tree is one-to-one, after rebuilding the annotated tree, the receiver can decompress O to produce the original XML document D, query O using lazy decompression or write O to persistent storage for later use. Although this technique can satisfy soft-real time requirements, it is not scalable (i.e., the entire tree needs to be created) and does not translate well to
<e>(t9)</e>(t7) </b>(t3) </a> hard-time requirements. Definition 4. Online Compression or real time compression is defined as an encoding or decoding scheme where the encoder operates on data as it is being received and the decoder is not forced to wait until the entire encoded document has been received; instead decoding of the document can be started as soon as the beginning of the encoded data stream is received.
The majority of online compressors are homomorphic. While existing work on real time compression has focused on maximizing compression ratios; processing-time and (least frequently considered) bottleneck effects caused by network bandwidth have not been considered. Definition 5. There are two basic applications of the decoder: (1) restoration, the decoder restores the original XML document, and (2) querying, the decoder saves or transforms the data into a represen-tation suitable for subsequent queries.
In case of offline algorithms, for restoration the encoder builds a model/compressed representation of the original XML document; the decoder decompresses the compressed data and restores the original XML document. If this approach were used on a network, we would have singular-processing, i.e., the encoder/decoder would be inactive for the time it takes for decoding/encoding, and the network would be inactive during encoding and decoding. For querying, the encoder performs the same actions as for restoration, while the decoder stores the compressed data (or queries the compressed data). Therefore, depending on processing powers and bottleneck effects, in some cases offline compression in the networked environment would be beneficial.
In the case of online algorithms, for restoration, the encoder node produces encodings while the decoder node receives this encoding and outputs (to a network application or storage device) the original XML document, or in most of our applicative cases the annotated representation of the original XML document. From a network perspective, three situations can occur: (1) Perfect network utilization, in which the encoder and decoder are never bottlenecked by a network, or by one another and never have to wait or the process has to sleep for data to process; (2) Decoder starvation, in which the decoder (or its associated process) is often located on its associated operating system I/O wait queue, because the encoding process or the network bandwidth is limited; (3) Encoder starvation, in which the encoder (or its associated process) is often located on its associated operating system I/O wait queue, which can arise when the decoding process (or the network bandwidth) is lagging and the encoding socket is waiting for a RR or ACK request for specific TCP/UDP packet/frame. Therefore, cases (2) and (3) often occur in parallel on lowbandwidth networks. However, in terms of processing load, online algorithms have intersection processing loads. For querying, the encoding node produces encodings while the decoding node translates these encodings into a format that can be used to answer specific queries. In any case, an encoding can be translated back into its original XML representation and be queried using tools such as SOAP (soap, 2012), the encoding can directly interface with the Query Streams design pattern as described in (Leighton et al., 2005) , or the encoding could be directly converted into an annotated representation and be queried as well. Regardless of situation, the processing load negatively favours the decoder.
The offline XSAQCT compression algorithm described in (Müldner et al., 2008) baseline for comparison for two reasons. First, under most circumstances, the client receiving this data will be building the annotated tree for future querying (and use). Therefore if an online algorithm can transfer less encoded data than what an annotation algorithm produces, we will consider the online algorithm to be efficient. Second, while the scope of compression is greater for the annotated algorithm (i.e., a model is developed for the entire XML document, while for online compression a model is developed for specific branches of tree), compression may not necessarily be optimal for entire document modelling. For example, the zeros in Figure 3 tell the decoder that this specific subtree has no tag element. Therefore the goal of our approach to online compression will be to produce an encoding for XML that is more space efficient than the offline XSAQCT counterpart. This comparison will mostly revolve around the number of bits in representing the structure of an XML file, as character data (defined in Section 3.1) is often not manipulated. This is because learning grammars, caching substrings can incur severe space/time overheads, where-as using a real-time text compressor could be just as beneficial. Encoding. Figure 4 shows the encoding generated by the algorithm discussed in (Müldner et al., 2012b) for the document in Figure 1 . The encoding is created by a pre-order traversal on the non-text nodes and whenever there is traversal up the tree, a new encoding packet is created. For the sake of brevity, the first element of each block (packet) of data is used to represent the number of elements required to be popped off from a stack (number of traversals going up the tree). In general, within a XML document, tag names may be repeated many times. The example shown in Figure 4 has only one tag repetition ('b'), but in general tag names are long and also dependant on the character-set of the data. Using a dictionary that can be synchronously built on the fly by both the encoder and the decoder, for tag names that have been seen before the encoder will only have to send indices within the dictionary, which will decrease the overhead of sending tag names. Figure 5 depicts the encoding using a synchronous
ii. {1, t5}
iii. {1, t2, 2, t6, 4, e, t9} dictionaries generated by the algorithm discussed in (Müldner et al., 2012b) for the document in Figure 1 . The reasoning behind using a dictionary is that tag names (and attribute names) are often repeated many times. The example shown in Figure 5 has only one tag repetition ('b'), but in general tag names are long and also dependant on the character-set of the data. Therefore, a dictionary that can be synchronously built on the fly by both the encoder and the decoder, for tag names, is an easy technique for reduction of markup.
To handle XML attributes in a pre-order encoding, all attribute data can be encoded along with a dictionary index. For example, if the "d" node in Figure 1 had an attribute "href", a standard encoding would be {...3, nameAndAttrEncoding(d)...}. The next sections describe our main contributions.
Lightweight SAX Parsing
For compressing data we are interested in the four major components of an XML Document: (1) XML Declaration; (2) Start Element Tags; (3) End Element Tags; and (4) Character Data, which can be subcategorized as parsed character data, unparsed character data (processing instructions, comments), and intermittent namespace definitions. An XML declaration only occurs once, start and end tags define the pre-order traversal of a tree, and character data (recall Definition 2) encompasses everything else. Since we assume full-mixed content, all Start Element and (non-child) End Element events are followed with a text string which is, at minimum, an ASCII zero byte. Encoding. Define the following two elements, both encoded by single bytes: (1) Start Element, encoded by 0x0; and (2) End Element, encoded by 0x1. The description of Lightweight SAX is provided in Algorithm 1. Figure 6 shows the encoding generated by this algorithm for the document in Figure 1 . Note that the synchronous dictionary techniques can be used to reduce the overhead in sending node names. Bit Packing Improvement. The encoding bytes 0x0 i. {0x0, a, t1, 0x0, b, t4, 0x0, d, t8} ii. {0x1, t5, 0x1, t2}
iii. {0x0, b, t6, 0x0, e, t9, 0x1, t7} iv. {0x1, t3, 0x1=EOF} // End of File and 0x1 can be represented using a single bit. Introducing bit-level operations can reduce each start/end declaration by at minimum seven bits. Using this technique, the encoding from Figure 6 changes to the one shown in Figure 7 . However, a low-level design choice must be made for this technique: either (1) the entire encoding will be done on the bit level, i.e., one bit will be written for start/end declaration followed by multiple bytes that include tag index, character data, etc., or (2) an algorithm is forced to buffer eight bits, each representing a SAX event. While both techniques may induce extra processing and memory overheads, for example, using the second technique, the corresponding tag-dictionary keys and associated character data must be buffered until a byte is packed and the amount of data to buffer is undefined. The second method is preferred for the following reason. By packing bits, the entropy of the entire encoding will be smaller because no character data (the most common form of data) is being bit-shifted before the encoder outputs it and by extension, allows more separation between structure and data.
Path-centric Compression
Recall that for offline XSAQCT a text container for path P contains a list of text data for all paths similar to P. This technique provides a good compression Pre-orderCompressionSchemesforXMLintheRealTimeEnvironment i. {00011001 2 , a, t1, b,t4, d, t8,t5,t2, b,t6, e, t9,t7} ii. {11 2 , t3, EOF } Figure 7 : Encoding using two bits.
ratio because the types of data for each path are typically related (e.g. a ID tag will only have characters defined by the class [0 − 9] + ) and thus will have a smaller entropy in comparison to all of the text in total. Consider the two algorithms provided before. For both algorithms, every packet of compression focuses on a single pre-ordered branch of the XML document, which makes it more difficult to deal with text data. If Z text nodes of each similar path are buffered and that buffer is compressed before transfer, we will decrease N-order entropy, or less formally, the entropy in specific locales of the document by exploiting character locality properties used by permutation-based XML compressors. However, if the receiving node is piping XML content directly into an application, text data should be transferred as rapidly and frequently as possible into the client. This conundrum necessitates the reason for introducing context as a way to increase compression ratios and potentially reduce processing and transfer times. For storing XML content, which would be queried upon, the same text containers used for Offline Compression could be losslessly constructed on the sending node. Deferred Text Compression. Similar to offline XSAQCT, the encoder constructs text containers, one for each unique path. However, each container is a statically defined buffer (with a statically defined buffer size). When the buffer becomes full, the encoder writes 0x2 (or 10 2 ) and the contents of the buffer are written to the output stream. One slight modification to the algorithm would allow variable sized buffers that expand or contract depend on the usage of the text container. In the following example let square brackets [text] denote a buffer, and for the following example assume it has a maximum capacity of two elements (in our implementation it is actually based on a specified number of bytes). figure includes all leftover text data, sent in a commonly agreed upon ordering (for this example, depth-first fashion, the implementation uses the synchronous dictionaries natural ordering). One additional note too make is that since three codes are reserved, only four commands can be packed per byte. 
Testing Environment
All our algorithms were implemented using Java version 1.7.0. Based on the previous research on characteristics of XML files, to create a test suite described in the following section, we chose to consider the following characteristics: file size, general characteristics (such as number of elements and attributes), first order entropy, content density and a variant of structure regularity (total number of elements over total number of distinct elements). For encoding process, two measures were taken: (1) an ordinary encoding of the entire document, which represents the number of raw bytes generated by the encoder; (2) a compression of the encoding from (1) using a general purposed back-end compressor that is used often in real time environments. GZIP (GZIP, 2012) was chosen as the back-end (and text) compressor because many bandwidth aware transfer protocols (including HTTP, see (HTTP, 2012) ) use GZIP or a DEFLATE variant for speedup. While the first measure may provide insights to how efficient each encoding is in comparison to the original data, the second measure describes compressibility of each encoding. Therefore our proposed encoding strategies focus on high compression ratio (reducing entropy) at the expense total number of bytes sent. This philosophy is also quite different from the EXI standard that adopts the philosophy of pre-compressing specific pieces of data (common string subsequences), at the cost of reducing the overall (how it appears contiguously) compressibility. In total, ten total encoding techniques are compared. First, we measured a naive solution of using GZIP (or no compression depending on the measure), followed by an EXI Implementation (Peintner, 2012 ) (using all fidelity options, default encoding options and a compression-oriented coding mode). Next, we measured performance of Treechop (Leighton et al., 2005) , the original algorithm as discussed in (Müldner et al., 2012b ) and a leaf improvement algorithm (grouping together longsequences of child-siblings) is borrowed from (Müld-ner et al., 2012b) , followed by our new algorithms, Lightweight SAX and its bit-packed improvement. Finally, we measured path-centric compression with its bit packing improvement.
Characteristics of Test Suite
Our experiments used the following 11 files listed here in the order of their sizes (from 5,685.77 GB to 159 KB): enwiki-latest-stub-articles.xml (in the tables and pictures referred to as e.w.-stub) from (enwiki dumps, 2012), 1gig.xml (a randomly generated XML file, using xmlgen (xmlgen, 2012)), enwikibooks-20061201-pages-articles.xml, (in the tables and pictures referred to as e.w.-books),dblp.xml, SwissProt.xml, enwikinews-20061201-pages-articles.xml (in the tables and pictures referred to as e.w.-news), lineitem.xml, shakespeare.xml, uwm.xml (all from the Wratislavia corpus (Wratislavia, 2012) ), base- ball.xml (from (Baseball.xml, 2012) ), and macbeth.xml (from (macbeth, 2012)). Table 1 provides an overview of each XML file, using characteristics described in Section 4.1. The measurements show that the (first order) entropy for each XML document is greater than four. In comparison, Shannon estimated the entropy of written English to be between 0.6 and 1.3. Secondly, while the number of unique paths in 1gig.xml file is greater than 500, the number of unique element names is roughly 80. This phenomenon is common in XML files where many subtrees differ by the name of a parent node. Fig-ure 9 provides a comparison of Content Density and Markup Density. This comparison shows the major issue with using XML as a representation language for semi-structured data. Specifically, it shows that in the worst case, for BaseBall.xml, ninety percent of the document is considered markup overhead. In the best case, for enwikibooks.xml, over ninety percent of the document consists of text. Otherwise, the rest of the suite lies within the two extremes. Table 2 provides a breakdown of XML Test Suite in percentage points. These two tables show that our XML suite includes XML files with low/high number of nodes and attributes, and various amounts of text, such as attribute text or element text.
Results of Testing
Reducing Markup Data. Table 3 compares the efficiency of each algorithm described in Section 3 in terms of encoding only the markup of a XML document. The compression ratio is calculated as the size of the encoding divided by the size of the markup data (column two). Note that for online compression the size of the markup includes all occurrences of ASCII Zero to satisfy the full-mixed content property (for algorithms that require it) and all additional data required to describe text data (for example, block lengths, text terminators, etc.). Figure 10 provides two measures: (a) A grey bar with a white bar stacked on top. This represents the best compression of markup an online algorithm could achieve, while the white bar stacked-upon it represents the size of its GZIP'd encoding. (b) The new grey bar with a black bar stacked on top. This represents the number of bytes required to encode an annotated tree, while the white bar stacked-upon it represents the size of its GZIP'd encoding. For the online algorithms we achieve over a 25% compression ratio (or a space savings greater than 75%) for all files. For the offline algorithm, some files produce encodings that contain many zero annotations and thus contain large portions of overhead. There is no decisive winner when one compares both encodings compressed as these encodings produce compression ratios of under 2% (space savings of 98%) of the original markup. However, comparing the two encodings after compression is also quite misleading, but still provides interesting information none the less (how compressible/similar the data is). For online algorithms, these encodings aren't continuous as large portions of intermittent character data separate portions of this markup, thus not allowing us to encode markup data as one contiguous sequence.
Switching focus to only the online algorithms, the first general trend is that as the file gets bigger (bottom to top in Figure 10 ), the worse the compression ratio of markup data gets. From Table 1 , we see that the four documents with the highest number of tag elements are also the four least-compressed documents 1gig, dblp, SwissProt) . This phenomenon can be attributed to the full-mixed contents assumption. For each algorithm an ASCII zero is required to delimit text so the decoder knows when the character portion ends. In our future work, more compressible text delimitation and full mixed content techniques will be studied, as well as introducing context models, similar to the ideas EXI proposes, to increase path-centric compressibility. Reducing XML Data. Tables 4 and 5 encompass an entire XML encoding and transfer process. Each element in the table represents the number of bytes physically transferred over a socket. Let us first compare the our basic online algorithms, with their improved variants. The improved variant of the original XSAQCT algorithm performs slightly better. However, the improved variant of the Lightweight SAX implementation that uses bit-packing (unsurprisingly) does not, because it may represent a fewer number of total bytes, and the self-information (entropy) of the encoding tends to be much higher. This increased self-information is also present in the Path-centric Al- gorithm, however not to the same extent. We did not report the compression ratio of enwikilatest-stub.xml with EXI due to hardware limitations. In general, we made the hard restriction that the amount of internal memory allocated to a process can never exceed twice the file size. Not only did EXI exceed this, but it exceeded three times the original file size. Section 5 provides a brief discussion on why we think this occurs, and what can be done to improve it. However, in terms of our online compression algorithms (which don't produce substantial memory footprint), we can see that they scale well to data of all sizes.
Relating each individual algorithm to the baseline transfers (Offline & GZIP) we see that in each case all online algorithms perform better than GZIP. However, in each case as we relax the "online constraint" (the more data we are allowed to buffer), the better and more significant results we receive. Comparing Offline XSAQCT, which requires processing the entire document before transfer to Lightweight Sax, which processes on the fly, the Offline XSAQCT performs on average, 15% better. However, comparing Offline to Path-centric algorithm, Offline XSAQCT performs on average, 2% better, which is significant because Path-centric algorithm does not require a full document scope, which would be optimal in the domain of large-scale XML streaming. In comparison to Treechop, the original and lightweight SAX variants also prove to be quite competitive and once again the Pathcentric algorithms beat Treechop. Finally, in comparison to EXI, the Path-centric algorithms tend to be similar for documents whose size was larger than 1GB. For example, for 1gig.xml, a document which contains a lot of character data, EXI beats "all" algorithms by a substantial margin.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper provided a design and implementation of four new versions of online XML compression, which exploit local structural redundancies of preorder traversals of an XML tree and focus on reducing the overhead of sending packets and maintaining load balancing between the sender and receiver with respect to encoding and decoding. For testing various algorithms, a suite consisting of 11 XML files with various characteristics was designed and analyzed. In order to take into account network issues, such as its bottleneck, two measures of the encoding process were considered to compare ten encoding techniques, using GZIP, EXI, Treechop, XSAQCT, and its improvement, and our new algorithms. Our experiments indicated that our new algorithms have similar or better performance than existing online algorithms, such XSAQCT and Treechop, and have only worse performance than (a non-queryable XML compressor) EXI for files larger than 1 GB. For future work we will consider the amount of overhead of performing each encoding as in the amount of resources required for encoding. Recall the missing data in Table 4 . The reason for the extraordinary resource requirement can be attributed to the fact that EXI also performs manipulation on the text to increase compression ratios, which appears to be resource heavy. In addition, more techniques will be introduced that alleviate the vast overhead of sending ASCII zero characters to delimit text and to satisfy the full mixed content property. Next, contextmodeling techniques (such as those used in the PPM
